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SUMMARY: (U) ACCORDING TO SOURCE, THE FOLLOWING IS THE
- CONFIRMED LIST OF THE ARGENTINE ARMY HIGH
- COMMAND. THREE MORE GENERALS RETIRE AS
- RESULT OF RECENT CRISIS.

TEXT: 1. (U) THE FOLLOWING IS THE NEW ARGENTINE ARMY
(ARGARM) HIGH COMMAND, AS CONFIRMED BY THE GENERAL
STAFF ON 22 APR 87:
BG JOSE SEGUNDO DANTE ((CARIDI))
ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF
BG MIGUEL WENCESLAO ((ABBATE))
ARMY INSPECTOR GENERAL AND MILITARY INSTITUTES DIRECTOR
BG FAUSTO MARCELO ((GONZALEZ))
VICE CHIEF OF STAFF
COL JUAN RAMON ((MABRAGANA))
II ARMY CORPS COMMANDER
BG ROBERTO FELIPE ((DOMINGUEZ))
III ARMY CORPS COMMANDER
BG VALENTIN OSVALDO ((VENIER))
IV ARMY CORPS COMMANDER
BG HUMBERTO ESTEBAN POMPILIO ((FERRUCI))
V ARMY CORPS COMMANDER

BG ELBIO ALBERTO ((SANTARROSA))
DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS
BG RAUL RICARDO ((MATTIUZZI))
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF FABRICACIONES MILITARES
BG FRANCISCO EDUARDO ((GASSINO))
G2 (INTELLIGENCE)
COL ALFREDO MANUEL ((ARRILLAGA))
G1 (PERSONNEL)
COL EUGENIO ((O'HIGGINS))
JOINT STAFF (CHIEF OF INTELLIGENCE)
COL FRANCISCO EDUARDO ((MACHINANDIARENA))
JOINT STAFF - CHIEF OF PLANS
COL OSCAR OSVALDO ((SALOMON))
MILITARY ACADEMY DIRECTOR
COL RICARDO FELIPE ((MATTALONI))
ARSENALES DIRECTOR
COL MARIO ANTONIO ((SKALANY))
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF SUPPORT
COL ISIDRO BONIFACIO ((CACERES))
1ST ARMORED BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL OSVALDO ((CORDOBA))
2D ARMORED BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL JUAN BENITO ((PERA))
3D INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
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COL ADOLFO PATRICIO ((ETCHENUM))
4TH ABN INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL CARLOS ((FARWIG))
5TH INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA))
6TH INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL OSCAR LORENZO ((REINHOLD))
8TH INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL MARTIN FELIX (BONET))
9TH INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL FRANCISCO FEDERICO (VIVAS))
10TH INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL HERIBERTO JUSTO ((AUELI))
11TH INFANTRY BRIGADE COMMANDER
COL EUGENIO ALFREDO (DALTON))
12TH INFANTRY BRIGADE DEPUTY COMMANDER

2. (U) OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED
COLONELS, SEVERAL ARE ON THE PROMOTION LIST CURRENTLY
IN THE SENATE AND THE REST WILL HAVE THEIR NAMES SENT
LATER TODAY.

(U) THE FOLLOWING GENERAL
OFFICERS RETIRED:
HECTOR LUIS ((RIOS ERENU))
MARIO JAIME ((SANCHEZ))
JULIAN PEREZ ((DORREGO))
NALDO MIGUEL ((DASSO))
ENRIQUE MIGUEL ((BONIFACINO))
ERNesto ((ALAI))
JUAN CARLOS ((MEDRANO CARO))
ANTONIO ((FICHERA))
ROBERTO ((BOCALANDRO))
AUGUSTO JOSE ((VIDAL))
MARIO ANTONIO ((MARTINO))
LUIS HORACIO ((LATEGANA))
ANTONIO JOSE ((PINEIRO))
JAUN MANUEL ((TITO))
FAUSTINO ((SVENCIONIS))

COMMENTS: 1. (G) THE MOST RECENT LIST OF RETIREMENTS
ADDS THREE MORE TO PREVIOUS REPORT THEY ARE MARTINO, SVENCIONIS AND PINEIRO.

2. (G) ALTHOUGH NOT IN ARTICLE, PREVIOUS
REPORTING HAD COL ENRIQUE ((LAURENTI)) AS THE NEW
G3, WHICH HAS BEEN CONFIRMED. COL PABLO SKALANY
IS THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF SUPPORT, NOT THE
DIRECTOR AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED.
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